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Finding your way around campus can be hard 
at first, especially when you’re trying to find an 
unfamiliar building. Use the handy reference 
below to save yourself from frustration.  

buildings
ARTS1 - Arts Building 1
ARTS2 - Arts Building 2
BDS - Blackdale Building
C.HALL - Congregation Hall
DRA - Drama Studio
ECB - Edith Cavell Building
EFRY - Elizabeth Fry Building
EH - Earlham Hall
ITCS - Information Technology and 
Computing Services
JSC - Julian Study Centre 
LIB - The Library

LSB - Lawrence Stenhouse Building
LT - Lecture Theatre Block
QUEENS - Queens Building
REG - The Registry Building
SP - Sportspark
TEC - The Enterprise Centre
TPSC - Thomas Paine Study Centre
UH - Union House
ZICER - Zuckerman Intstitute for
Connective Environmental Research
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Academic jargon can be a pain to decode, 
especially in your first year. Don’t be 
overwhelmed - use our guide.

academic
blackboard - online learning platform which
hosts lecture notes, course materials, and
module information.

e:vision - online platform where coursework
and feedback is uploaded.

faculty - a collection of academic schools
(Arts and Humanities, Medicine and Health
Sciences, Sciences, and Social Science).

hubs - administrative support 
centres (there are 3 in total: Arts 1,
Zicer, and Elizabeth Fry.

portal - UEA’s intranet gateway; where
you can access information about UEA,
resources, and events.

student services - a range of support services
for all students.
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This list shows some of the services provided by 
your Student’s Union, as well as what they offer 
and where you can access them.

student’s union
advice centre - impartial advisors to support
students with course, housing, and non-
academic issues.
bookable rooms - Social and teaching space
located upstairs in Union House.
hive - open space which hosts clubs, societies,
food stalls, and events.
LCR - UEA’s gig and club night venue located
in Union House.
media centre - multi-media space that hosts
our student newspaper, radio station, and TV
societies.
scholars bar - dedicated social space for
postgraduates and mature students located
upstairs in Union House.
welcome desk - SU’s reception located
upstairs in Union House
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